The cause of the emission of the negative band system of nitrogen from the upper atmosphere during twilight is investigated. A study is made of the two possible excitation mechanisms,
The emission of the negative system of nitrogen from the upper atmosphere and the significance of the twilight flash in the theory of the ionosphere The cause of the emission of the negative band system of nitrogen from the upper atmosphere during twilight is investigated. A study is made of the two possible excitation mechanisms,
N 2(X *S+) + h v^i ( B 2Z+) + e and N f(X 2£+) + h v^t ( B 2E+).
It is shown that the latter is far more effective than the former, irrespective of the assump tions adopted regarding the solar flux in the unobservable spectral region. From the transition probability associated with it (which is evaluated in the appendix) combined with various intensity estimates, an upper limit is obtained for the number of Njj" ions normally present in the E and F layers during twilight. It appears that N£ ions form but a minute fraction of the total ion content. The significance of this in the theory of the formation of the ionized layers is discussed. The simplest interpretation is that ionization of molecular nitrogen is unim portant; and a reasonable scheme that invokes only the ionization of oxygen atoms and molecules is available. However, by introducing certain arbitrary assumptions a more elaborate interpretation is conceivable so that the view that the E layer arises from the action of high-energy coronal photons, which ionize all atmospheric constituents, cannot be finally rejected. Various aspects of the layers are discussed, and observational and experi mental work, which might yield evidence on the ionization mechanisms operative, is suggested. It is pointed out that the remarkable rarity of N j ions proves conclusively that recombina tion between the charged particles present in the ionosphere cannot be the origin of the nocturnal radiation of the nitrogen band systems. On some occasions the resonance emission at twilight is of unusually high intensity. It is presumed that this is due to incident charged particles increasing the concentration of N j ions. The possible contribution that these charged particles may make to the night-sky light by direct excitation collisions is briefly examined.
Sunlit aurorae (which are essentially similar to the twilight flash) are also discussed.
General rem arks o n th e ex c ita t io n process y ie l d in g th e TWILIGHT FLASH
Two different processes have been put forward for the provision of the excited nitrogen molecular ions responsible for the twilight flash. Saha (1937) has strongly advocated the view th a t they arise through the action of solar radiation on neutral nitrogen molecules, ^( X^) + hv^t ( B^i ) + e.
This hypothesis appears to have been widely accepted by astrophysicists (cf. H unter 1942) . W ulf & Deming (1938) have, however, suggested th a t the process involved is simply one of direct resonance, N2 + (X 2S+) + ^-> N 2 +( £ 2S+).
I t is clearly im portant to decide which of these alternatives is correct.
Only photons of energy above 18*7 eV can give rise to process (1). The flux of these from the conventional representation of the sun as a black body a t 6000° K is much too small, as was fully realized by Saha, who postulated th a t a t such high energies the actual emission is many orders greater th an th a t from the black-body model. Recent work does not favour this (cf. Hoyle 1949) , bu t in the present state of knowledge of solar physics it probably cannot be excluded; and, indeed, Johnson (1947) has discussed a possible mechanism. However, it is now known from the theory of the production of the Fx layer (cf. Bates & Massey 1946 ) th a t at, and some way beyond, the first ionization potential of atomic oxygen, 13*55 eV, the flux k, not greatly in excess. Though it might perhaps have been accepted th a t the solar emis sion is extremely intense in the high-energy region, it is much less plausible th a t it approximates to th a t from the black-body model near 13*55 eV (which almost coincides with the Lyman limit 13*53 eV) but rises to be vastly greater th an it in the neighbourhood of 18*7 eV. A part from this, molecular nitrogen ions are of necessity formed a t a rate a t least equal to the rate of photon emission through (1). I t will be shown later ( § 3*4) th a t this rate alone is sufficient to ensure their presence in sufficient concentration for process (2) to be predominant; and reasons will be given for supposing th a t a more effective ionizing mechanism is in operation.
2* 1. Other aspects of the phenomenon will now be discussed on the two hypotheses, (i) Dufay & Dufay observed th a t the flash is of short duration. They were rarely able to detect any trace of it when the sunlit region lay above 130 km., and they found th a t the main effect is limited to the period when the atmosphere in a layer some 50 km. thick centred a t about 100 km. is illuminated. This gives directly the approximate altitude of the emission if it is process (2) th a t is responsible; b u t if it is process (1) the altitude is much greater since the earth 's effective shadow radius is increased because of the rapid attenuation of the active solar radiation by the atmospheric gases. The relevant absorption cross-section of atomic oxygen is approximately 1*6 x 10_17cm.2 and th a t of molecular nitrogen is probably a t least as great (cf. Bates & Massey 1946) . As a consequence even a t vertical incidence there can be no appreciable penetration below about 300 km. When twilight is a t the stage th a t low-energy photons are just reaching the 100km. level, high-energy (18*7 eV) photons are perhaps only reaching the 500 knl. level; thus it is from here that any emission of the negative bands th at result from process (1) must arise. Judging from the evidence provided by the apparent great scale height of the f l a y e r (Appleton 1937) , the luminosity curve of aurorae (Harang 1945) and the variation of sunrise enhancement of the forbidden red line of oxygen (Elvey & Farnsworth 1942) , one would scarcely expect th at if the flash originates at such an altitude it would be as brief as is observed. W ith process (2) there is no such difficulty.
(ii) The great variability of the intensity discovered by Dufay & Dufay must presumably, on Saha's hypothesis, be attributed to fluctuations in the solar emission beyond 18*7 eV. Now the rate of production of N^(B 2E £) necessary to explain the flash {vide infra) would lead to a striking increase in the electron density in the F2 layer; furthermore, unless the changeable spectral region did not extend down to near 13*55 eY the Fx layer would also be augmented. Such effects do not appear to have been recorded; admittedly, however, the associated magnetic storms may confuse the issue. The correlation with auroral displays in Norway is of considerable interest. I t would seem to require th at the enhancement of the high-energy solar radiation and the emission of the corpuscles responsible for the aurorae are con nected. However, the commonly accepted one-day time difference between the arrival of radiation and corpuscles is apparently absent.
On Wulf & Deming's hypothesis the lack of regularity of the flash must be due to changes in the number of N^ ions present, as, of course, the solar radiation of the comparatively low energy (3*15eV) required for resonance excitation is essentially of constant intensity. One obvious possibility is th at the change is brought about by additional ionization being produced near the 100 km. level by charged particles. I t may be remarked th at Appleton & Naismith (1940) have found some evidence for such an effect in their work on the sporadic E layer. Papalexi (1946) , too, claims th a t measurements during eclipses indicate that solar corpuscles influence all the main ionospheric layers. The matter will be discussed in more detail below, and it will be shown that a weak source of ionization is sufficient.
In connexion with the two possible causes of the variability it is clearly desirable th at the dependence of the flash on latitude be studied; observations near the equator should be particularly revealing.
(iii) Dufay & Dufay commented that the relative intensity of the different bands of the negative system as emitted at twilight is peculiar in th at there is a greater development of those bands arising from excited vibrational levels than is usual in aurorae. Calculations have been performed on the intensity distributions that might arise from the two mechanisms under consideration. Details have been published in another paper (Bates 1949 ). I t is sufficient here to note that qualitatively at least the observed distribution is consistent with either mechanism; but with (1) it is necessary to assume that the neutral nitrogen molecules in the high atmosphere are themselves vibrationally excited to an extent corresponding to some thousands of degrees absolute, whereas with (2) no additional postulate need be made. Obser vational work on the rotational structure of the bands would be valuable.
3. T h e a bso l u t e in t e n s it y 3*1. The Saha hypothesis Direct evaluation of the absolute intensity resulting from process (1) is not a t present feasible because of lack of basic data on, for example, the solar flux in the relevant spectral region. However, an upper limit to the intensity can be set by using information obtained from the study of the ionosphere. As mentioned before the incident radiation concerned will be absorbed high in the atmosphere. I t will tend to form a layer; and the most favourable assumption is th a t it forms the P2 layer. Clearly the photon emission rate th a t results cannot be greater th an the ion produc tion rate.* This last can be found, a t least approximately, from the radio measure ments.
W hat is actually required is the total rate of production of ions a t twilight in a column of unit cross-section lying along the line of observation. The calculation is not difficult. Referring to figure 1, Pi s the observer, S the sun, is a ray just earth 's surface (neglecting refraction), SC A is a representative other ray, OQCB is the perpendicular to these rays from 0 the earth's centre, P T is the tangent line a t P , and P A B is the line of observation. The following notation is used:
S -----S-----
A Angle of depression of sun POQ = a.
A
Angle of elevation of line of observation T P B = /?. Radius of earth = R km.
Altitudes of
A , B and C = hA, hB and hc km. respectively ( R). Altitude of noon level of maximum absorption = km. ( R). Nitrogen particle densities/cm.3 a t altitudes hA, hc and hm = w^(N2), n, (Nj,) and wm(N2) respectively. Scale height in region concerned = H km . Noon ion production rate a t level of maximum absorption gm/cm.3/sec. * It is, in fact, less, as atomic oxygen must give a considerable contribution (vide infra).
I t can readily be seen th at
hjL -hc + {(hB -ACr)2/2( JB + A^)} cot2 (a 4-ft),
Elementary analysis shows th at the number of nitrogen molecules traversed by the representative ray before reaching A is given bŷ ( N 2) = »c(N2) {\n H ( R + fc0) }* {1 ± P(z)} the positive sign being taken if Ci s below B and the negative if is here the probability integral, 2 »x 4 e~**dt (8) r n jo
Since the attenuation of the solar radiation at A is exp { -4^(N2)/tfwm(Na)},
the ion production rate there is simply
The necessary integration along the observing direction can be carried out numeri cally using the relations (3) to (11). Two ionospheric parameters H and qm appear; the former was taken to be 100 km., which is probably not greatly in error (even during magnetic storms) for the region above the F2 layer (cf. Harang 1945); the latter was taken to be 80/cm.3/sec. (based on the figures adopted by Bates & Massey (1946) for their model ionosphere*). R is, of course, 6370km. The computations were performed for a = 10, 15, 20° and ft -10, 20°. This covers the observational range. For comparison with observation it is desirable to have the rate of emission of a single band (rather than of the whole band system) and to make allowance for atmospheric extinction. The strong (0-0) band A 3914 seems most suitable for study. I t may be assumed to contribute about half the full number of photons. The approxi mate transmissibilities can be calculated in the usual manner,t the extinction coefficient (used as an exponential factor) being 0*378/standard atmosphere (as found by interpolating between values at neighbouring wave-lengths given by Barbier 1947). Corrections can thus be applied to yield the band's effective rate of emission. The final results are given in table 1. Comment on the absolute magnitudes will be deferred until later. Attention may, however, be drawn to the gradualness of the diminution of the intensity as the altitude of the lowest illuminated level is * Unless otherwise specified the data will be from this source. t The simple first-order formula was used. Though admittedly this is far from accurate the errors caused are unlikely to affect the main argument-especially as the same formula is also used in calculations on the Wulf-Deming hypothesis ( § 3*2).
increased. As rem arked earlier there is apparently disagreement here between the predictions of Saha's hypothesis and the observational d ata (cf. § 2). The discrepancy is enhanced when allowance is made for the background continuum (due to Rayleigh scattering) a t small angles of depression. where c is the velocity of light and ar(v) is the energy of the radiation field in ergs/unit frequency range/cm.8. The value of czj%Trh is 1*62 x 1056 cm.8erg"1sec.~4. These formulae (with an additional factor allowing for the relative weights of the two states which is om itted here as it reduces to unity for the transition under con sideration) have frequently been used in discussions of tw ilight enhancem ent effects.
For the case of molecules some modification is necessary because of complications caused by the different vibrational levels. B oth in absorption and in emission, changes in the vibrational quantum num ber m ay occur. As a result even if initially all the molecules were in the zeroth vibrational level they would become distributed among the other vibrational levels, an equilibrium distribution being rapidly reached in which the numbers entering balance those leaving. This equilibrium distribution depends, of course, on the values of v, cr(i>) and A associated w ith in dividual bands of the system and also on the extent of collision deactivation. I t has been investigated by Bates (1949) . The results obtained are summarized in table 2 which gives for each vibrational level i, the relative population n*. Two extrem e conditions are represented: in th e trivial case (1) deactivating collisions predominate and in case (2) they are absent-the former distribution is best used a t low altitudes (200 km. or less) and the latter at great altitudes (400 km. or more).* For simplicity, levels with i > 2 are grouped together. The inaccur The emission of the negative system of nitrogen 569 unlikely to be serious. The photon emission/illuminated ion can now be computed without difficulty. Using (13) it is obviously given by
the symbols being as before with the first subscript denoting the vibrational quantum number of the ground state and the second th at of the excited state. can be expressed as Opik, where
Oi s a constant of the whole band syst function of the vibrational quantum numbers (but not explicitly of the frequency) having the property v ____ v ,____ j <16) I, IUk i
'ZVik k
In the appendix O is shown to be about 3-8 x 10-88 sec.2. The p 's have been given by Bates (1949) ; they are quoted in table 3. There remains <r(vik) the energy densities. These were determined by integrating over the rotational bands, a weighting corre sponding to a temperature of 0° C being assumed. For some of the bands the wave lengths were already available; for the others they were computed using the known molecular constants (Fassbender 1924; Coster & Brons 1932) . The solar flux dis tribution curve was taken from the atlas published by Minnaert, Mulders & Houtgast (1940) , the absolute scale in the various spectral regions being fixed by the measure ments of P ettit (1940 I t is desirable as in § 3-1 to derive the rate for the emission of a single band (the 0-0 band being chosen) and to correct for atmospheric extinction. In addition, it is convenient to express the result in terms of the effective photon yield Q for an ion layer of thickness tkm. and of mean ion concentration w/cm.3. Clearly, Q -10Hn{rf>xfr} P/cm.2 oblique column/sec.,
(f), x and \]r being, respectively, the fraction of the total photon emission in the chosen band, the transmissibility of the atmosphere to this band, and the ratio of the apparent thickness of the layer along the observing direction to the true thickness, and being given by the following expressions:
A is here the extinction coefficient/standard atmosphere (already used in §3*1), z is the altitude of the ion layer, which may be taken to be 100 km., and the re maining symbols are as previously defined. Using the numerical d ata given above (in particular tables 2, 3 and 4), these expressions were evaluated and table 5, which contains in its last two columns the final results required, was compiled. Before leaving the problem of the intensity on the Wulf-Deming hypothesis it is necessary to investigate the passage through the air of the solar radiation causing the excitation. The equivalent path length th a t the representative ray SC (figure 1) traverses before encountering the ion layer can be seen from equation (7) to be
where n 0 and Ha are respectively the particle concentration and scale height a t ground-level under standard conditions, and the other symbols are as in § 3*1. This expression applies strictly only to an isothermal atmosphere, b u t if H is taken to be the local scale height a t C, it represents a satisfactory approximation for the actual atmosphere, since the m ajor contribution to the equivalent p ath arises from a relatively narrow altitude range just above the lowest point passed through by the ray. Knowing the equivalent path, the attenuation suffered can be determined a t once. Calculations were performed for the three wave-lengths AA3500, 4000 and 4500. The atmospheric param eters adopted were based on the work of W hipple (1943) , and the extinction coefficients (as before) on th a t of Barbier (1947) . They are given, together w ith the attenuation derived, in table 6.
I t can be seen th a t the atmosphere can crudely be regarded as increasing the earth's radius by about 20 km. At any instant during twilight the lowest altitude of the ion layer along the observing direction th at is struck by the active solar radiation is greater than the lowest so-called illuminated altitude by about the same amount. Attention may be drawn here to the work of Stormer on the location of divided aurorae. The sunlit part of these aurorae (in which the principal excitation process is th a t under discussion) tend to end not exactly on the line of the earth's shadow but instead somewhat higher.* The results are rather scattered, but the average distance above does appear to be consistent with the result just reached.
3*3. The observations
Though, unfortunately, the absolute intensities of the bands appearing in the twilight flash have not yet been measured, the work of at least enables crude limits (which for certain purposes are adequate) to be set.
Attention will be confined to three cases of interest for later applications. The methods used in estimating the limits will only be indicated, as they are not suf ficiently precise to merit being given in detail.
In the following, hL denotes the altitude of the lowest illuminated level along the line of observation and E(hL) the effective rate of photo/emission/cm.2 oblique column of the (0,0) (ii) For hL = 60 km. the flash has appeared prominently when conditions are disturbed, in spite of the strong background arising from Rayleigh scattering. In general, the intensity of this latter cannot be calculated accurately, as up to the present a complete theory has only been developed for a plane atmosphere (van de H ulst 1948) . But the investigations of Hulburt (1938) suggest that for the particular hL under Consideration first order scattering is the most important;! and this can easily be computed. In order th a t the flash should show as it does it would appear th a t ^(6 0 km.) is sometimes > 109/sec.
(iii) For hL = 100 km. the flash is feeble or absent when conditions are quiet.* Scattering of the first order may here be negligible compared with th a t of higher orders. Some measure of the background intensity can, however, be obtained from the work of Scharonow (1944) , who studied the degree of illumination a t twilight sky, and of Megrelishvili (1946) , who studied the colorimetry of the twilight sky. From this it was concluded th a t I£(100 km.) is normally < 108/sec. (which is con sistent with the fact th a t many of the true nocturnal emissions can be observed a t the solar depression involved).
As need scarcely be emphasized the limits given are estimates only. Direct measurements would be invaluable and may lead to some revision of them. Never theless, as they are probably conservative it is thought th a t the main deductions to be made later will remain valid.
3*4. Discussion
A comparison between the observational estimates and the predictions of the two hypotheses under consideration will now be made. Throughout all the figures quoted will refer to the (0,0) band A 3914 and will be for a cm.2 oblique column.
I t is immediately apparent th a t the Saha hypothesis in unsatisfactory. The greatest effective emission rate from process (1) th a t is given in table 1 is only 6*3 x 107/sec.,t whereas it appears th a t ^(60 km.) is sometimes greater th an 109/sec. To yield such an emission it would be necessary to assume th a t on the occasion of a flash the ionization rate in the F2 layer rises to be m any times the normal. Further, the effective emission rate from process (2) is about 5*7 x lOHnjsec. (table 5, case 1 with = 20°). This is more th an the effective emission rate from process (1), if tn exceeds {6*3 x 107/5*7 x th a t is, exceeds 1*4 x 102gmF2(N2)-the quantity denoted by g'O T j?'(N2) being here the rate of nitrogen ionization a t the maximum of the layer during the period of the supposed enhancement of the incident flux of solar radiation.^ I t can easily be seen th a t tn m ust in fact be far greater than the comparatively small number given. § Hence process (2) predominates. In view of this there is no justification for continuing to retain the artificial assump tions th a t had to be made to render the Saha hypothesis even plausible; when these are abandoned the contribution from process (1) is u tterly negligible.
Finally, consider the Wulf-Deming hypothesis. So far it has only been shown th a t process (2) is much more rapid than process (1). I t has still to be verified th a t even it can account for the flash. This presents no difficulty. 5-7 x lOHn/sec., the predicted effective emission rate, is so great th a t the required order of the intensity can be provided even if molecular nitrogen ions form only a small fraction of the total ion content of the upper atmosphere. Table 7 gives the values of 105<w demanded by the limits set in § 3*3 . Clearly the numbers are not unduly high. Their significance will be discussed later in connexion with the theory of the origin of the ionized layers. There now seems to be general agreement that the layer is produced by the ionization of atomic oxygen by solar radiation of photon energy 13*55 eV and above. It is perhaps worth summarizing briefly the arguments in favour of this. While these are not sufficient to prove the theory they are at least plausible. The rate of dis appearance of the free electrons in the layer can be expressed as aw(e)2, where a is a constant (the effective recombination coefficient) and n(e) is the electron density (cf. Appleton & Naismith 1935). In such circumstances Chapman (1931) has shown that the maximum of the layer occurs where the particle concentration nm(X) of the active atmospheric constituent X attains the value cos xlAH , x being the sun's zenith distance, A the absorption cross-section for the ionizing radiation, and H the local scale height. In the case of atomic oxygen it has been shown by quantal methods that at, and some distance above, the first ionization potential, A is about 4*5 x 10-18 cm.2 (Massey & Bates 1943); and reasons can be given for supposing that the approxi mations made in the course of the calculations do not introduce gross error as they would for many elements (Bates I946a).f It can be seen that if the value of A quoted is adopted, if cos x is taken as 0*9, and if H the local scale height is assumed to be 30 km., then Chapman's formula yields 6*7 x 1010/cm.8 as the value for This is reasonably consistent with the normally accepted total particle concentration in the Fx layer, 1 x 10u /cm.3 (Bates & Massey 1946) . Further, the observed inte grated rate of electron production in the layer is about 1*8 x 109/cm.2 column/sec., which is not greatly different from 9 x 108/cm.2/sec., the incident flux of photons in the relevant energy range from the sun, regarding it as a black body at 6000° K.J In the early stages of the development of the theory of the layers it was natural to attempt to attribute the F2 layer to a process different from that responsible for the * Attention will be confined throughout to electromagnetic radiation. There is, of course, evidence from eclipses indicating the incidence of some corpuscular radiation also, and it has been suggested that this may be important during magnetic storms (cf. Berkner 1939). The electromagnetic radiation, however, is the dominant ionizing agency in normal circumstances.
t Unfortunately, a limit cannot yet be assigned to the extent of the possible error. In view of the importance of a reliable knowledge of the cross-section the original calculation is being repeated with allowance for such effects as electron exchange.
% To make the two figures agree exactly it is only necessary to raise the black-body tem perature by less than 200° K. F% layer; and the most attractive possibility appeared to be the ionization of mole cular nitrogen, the main gas in the atmosphere, beyond its lowest limit 15*6 eV. Little was known concerning the magnitude of the absorption cross-section, b u t crude estimates suggested it might be of the order required to provide a correctly located layer. The 6000° K black-body representation of the sun adm ittedly gives the flux of ionizing photons to be only 2*7 x 107/cm.2sec., considerably less th an th a t needed for the observed integrated electron production rate 1*4 x 109/cm.2 column/ sec., bu t too much significance could not be attached to this. Mitra (1945) has pointed out th a t there is some reason for believing th a t the absorption cross-section a t 15*6 eV is actually abnormally low. I f this is the case ionization a t the second limit 18*7 eV would have to be invoked. The absorption cross-section here is probably adequate, b u t the flux of suitable photons from the solar model used as a guide is only 7*4 x 104/cm.2/sec. A number of writers appear to advocate the hypothesis th a t it is molecules of nitrogen th a t are the parent particles from , which the layer is formed.
More careful consideration of the problem shows th a t if certain upper atm o spheric data are correct then the process proposed for the Fx layer produces, by , sufficient ionization to give rise to the F2 layer also, the presence of two layers being accounted for by the fact th a t the recombination coefficient changes w ith altitude.* On this view the Fx layer is formed in the standard manner a t the level of the m axi mum ionization rate, which, of course, occurs where the radiation is attenuated by a factor of e-1; and the F2 layer (for typical summer conditions) is siderable distance above where the radiation retains almost its incident intensity S0, being reduced in fact by only the factor exp ( -wmif\i(0)/?imFi(0 )).t Hence SWfjCO) and qmFz(0) the electron production rates a t the maxima of the two layers are respectively £0e x p ( -l) » mFl(0)
A and S0 exp ( -nmFi{0)jnmFi{0)) The ratio of gmFa(0) to qmFl(0) is
taking wmFi(0)J to be 6-5 x 1010/cm.3 and nmFi(0) to be 1*3 x 1010/cm.3, the value of this is 0*45. Now radio measurements show th a t < 7^(0 ) is about 250/cm.3/sec., so th a t on the above theory qmFi{0) should be approximately 110/cm.3/sec. Since the figure usually adopted for the electron production rate in the F2 layer is only 80/cm.3/sec., there is clearly no necessity to postulate an ionization process addi tional to th a t responsible for the F1 layer; indeed, a slight adjustm ent of the d ata is required to prevent the predicted value of qmFi(0) being rather greater th an the value based on observation. Further, it was shown in § 3-4 th a t the twilight flash does not arise from process (1). The presumption th a t it did was one of the principal reasons for supposing th a t the solar emission in the 18-7 eV region m ight be greatly in excess of th a t from the black-body model; and if the emission is not in excess then the rate of ionization of molecular nitrogen is very small. Consistent with this is the minuteness of the concentration of ions present a t twilight. Thus the in tegrated number/cm.2 column is a t most 2 x 108 (see table 6), corresponding to perhaps only 10/cm.8 a t the level of the maximum of the layer-a value many orders less than the total ion concentration. Indeed, it might be thought th at here is con clusive proof th at molecular nitrogen does not make any appreciable contribution to the ionization. For, from the formulae in § 3*1, it can readily be verified th at even where the solar angle of depression is 15° the rate of formation of ions would be such th a t the almost complete absence of them th at is demanded could not be achieved by any acceptable destructive process. However, this argument must be treated with a certain reserve, as it implicitly assumes th at molecular nitrogen is still a considerable constituent of the atmosphere a t altitudes of some 500 to 600 km. (which is where the ionization would occur). Now spectroscopic evidence leaves no doubt th a t on a t least some occasions the nitrogen is partly in the atomic form.* The degree of the dissociation and the region where it occurs are unknown. Hence the possibility cannot be ignored th at a t the altitudes mentioned molecular nitrogen is rare.f If this is the case the formation of ions would virtually cease shortly after the sun sinks below the horizon, and by the time conditions are suitable for the observations on the negative band system to be made their concentration might be greatly diminished. Consider, for example, dissociative recombination N£ + e->N' + N*.
I t is conceivable that the rate coefficient associated with it is as high as 10-8/cm.8/sec. $ Adopting this figure and taking the electron density to be 4 x 106/cm.8, it can be seen th at the mean lifetime of an N^ ion is 250sec.; and after say 3000sec. the fraction of the original ions that would remain would be only 6 x 10~6, which is as low as is required. Nevertheless, in spite of this it seems best, for the reasons given earlier, to assume that the ionization of molecular nitrogen is unimportant.
Before leaving the problem of the formation of the F2 layer it is desirable to in vestigate the possible influence of atomic nitrogen. The basic information relevant for this purpose is as follows: the ionization potential is 14*46eV; at the spectral head the absorption cross-section as determined by quantal calculations (Bates 1939 (Bates , 1946 ,is2*2x 10-17 cm.2; the flux of ionizing photons available is 1*8 x 108 C(v)/ cm.2/sec., where C(v) is the correction factor to be applied to the standard solar model used (at 13*55eV C(v) is about 2, a t 14*46 eV it is probably about the same or perhaps slightly greater). Table 8 compares, for various degrees of dissociation D, the electron production rates in the F2 layer due to atomic oxygeirand to atomic nitrogen, the total part t Auroral spectra, of course, show that there is some molecular nitrogen even at 1000 km., but its fractional concentration cannot be estimated reliably.
t It should be noted that the recombination coefficient observed by radio workers (which is much smaller than 10-8/cm.3/sec.) must not be identified with the recombination coefficient of a particular ionic constituent such as N^~ (cf. Bates & Massey 1947)* concentration nmFa (which is also given) being adjusted so th a t the sum of the rates remains a t 80/cm.3/sec. In compiling the table diffusive separation of the atm o spheric constituents was ignored, as was the small interaction of one absorption process on the other. A ttention may be drawn to the fact th a t when the nitrogen is completely dissociated its concentration is just sufficient to attenuate the radiation ionizing, i.e. by the Chapman factor e-1, a t th e layer maximum. * I t is apparent from examination of table 8 th a t in no case is the value of nmFt required unacceptable-the lack of precision in the present knowledge of the upper atmosphere is such th a t the observed ionization in the F2 layer can be reproduced irrespective of the form in which the nitrogen occurs. No final decision as to whether the parent particles responsible for the layer are solely oxygen atoms or are both oxygen atoms and nitrogen atoms is therefore possible; it will be noted, however, th a t the oxygen ionization is always a considerable fraction o f the nitrogen ionization and indeed exceeds it unless D attains the value 0*4.
Despite the uncertainties several significant results emerge from the analysis th a t has been given.
(1) The ions formed in the layer are atomic and not molecular. Account m ust be taken of this in any study of the recombination processes operative (cf. Bates & Massey 1947) .
(2) For low to medium D the layer is essentially of the low attenuation type, and it remains so partially even if D approaches unity. The characteristic of the extreme zero-attenuation layer is th a t qm, the electron production rate a t the maximum, is proportional to nm(X), the concentration of active particles, and does not vary specifically with %, the solar zenith angle; this is to be contrasted w ith the normal attenuation layer in which qm is in general! a function of both nm(X) and The recognition from the radio records of the distinctive behaviour to be expected is, of course, rendered difficult by a number of complicating effects among which may be mentioned the remarkable tidal motions recently discovered by Martyn (1947); Mohler (1940) , however, claims th at there is some evidence favouring it.
(3) The same (or very nearly the same) region of the solar spectrum is responsible for the production of the and the F2 layers. Any variation of the emission will affect both layers. Kiepenheuer (1945) has published a number of diagrams th at illustrate beautifully the expected correlation.* The behaviour of the relatively simple and well-understood Fx layer should therefore provide some information regarding one of the many factors which govern the layer.
I t might be supposed a t first that the theory is in conflict with the variation of the two layers throughout the sunspot cycle; for as is well known (cf. Berkner 1939) the electron density in the Fx layer increases by a factor of about 1*6 from sunspot minimum to sunspot maximum, whereas the corresponding factor for the F2 layer is about 4. However, no contradiction is necessarily involved. Thus in the Fx layer the electron loss rate depends on the second power of the electron density; but in the F2 layer it probably depends on the first power (cf. Bates & Massey 1947 ) which, of course, would lead to a greater sensitivity to the ionization rate. Again, Bates & Massey (1947) have proposed tentatively th at the recombination mechanism opera tive is the following:
0+ + X Y^0 + X Y + , XY+ + e -+ X '+ Y '.
On this theory the electron loss rate in the F2 layer is proportional to the concentra tion there of the unidentified molecule X Y which might conceivably be less a t sun spot maximum than at sunspot minimum. And there are other obvious possibilities which need not be enumerated. (4) Finally, it is worth making some mention of the electron production rates in the two layers.
9tmFx was taken as 250/cm.8/sec. and qmFi as 80/cm.8/sec representative values were based respectively on electron densities of 2*5 x 105/cm.8 and 1 x 10®/cm.8, and on recombination coefficients of 4 x 10-9cm.8/sec. and 8 x 10_11cm.3/sec. The electron densities are not in doubt. The recombination coefficient in the Fx layer is also probably reliable; the figure quoted is that adopted by Bates & Massey (1946) after consideration of the radio evidence available; it lies satisfactorily among more recent determinations.f But as regards the recom bination coefficient in the F2 layer there is still controversy. The value 8 x 10-11 cm.8/sec. was derived by Appleton (1937) from the asymmetry in the diurnal ioniza tion variation; Martyn (1947), however, suggests that tidal motion is so large that this procedure is unjustifiable, and Allen (1946) and Woolley (1946) favour the very small value 1 x 10_11cm.8/sec4 The present investigation shows that the electron * As need scarcely be mentioned this agreement does not prove the theory. f Rydbeck (1946) gives 6 x 10_9cm.8/sec., Alpert & Einberg (1947) give 7 x 10-#cm.*/sec., and Denisse, Seligmann & Gallet (1947) give 2 x 10-9 cm.8/sec. All were obtained from eclipse measurements.
£ According to Martyn the reason for the difference between this and the nighttime value of 3 x 10~10 cm.*/sec., deduced directly from the decay rate, is that at sunset the ions and electrons move downwards under tidal influence to a region where recombination is comparatively rapid.
production rate of 80/cm.3/sec. associated with Appleton's coefficient is reasonable; a much lower rate would necessitate the particle concentration in the layer being considerably less than 2*7 x 1010/cm.3. 4*2.
-The layer
The absorption cross-section of atomic oxygen seems to be such th a t photons of energy between 13*55 eV and well over 25 eV cannot penetrate much deeper than the layer (Bates & Massey 1946) . As a consequence of this there is a severe lim ita tion in the processes available for E -l ayer ionization. Mole major atmospheric constituent with ionization potential less th an the lower limit; ionization of it, which requires only 12*2 eV energy, is therefore a natural process to consider. Above the upper limit the photon flux from the 6000° K black-body model is very many orders of magnitude smaller than the observed ionization rate 6 x 108/cm.2 column/sec. This might a t first lead one to suppose th a t the spectral region concerned could be ignored. However, recent work by Bondi, Hoyle & Lyttletbn (1947) has shown th a t the sun's emission of photons of energy a few hundred electron volts may actually be of the required intensity.
Several groups (cf. W ulf & Deming 1938; Bates & Massey 1946 ) have given con sideration to the molecular oxygen theory. As has been realized for some tim e this is not attractive in its simplest form. The absorption cross-section a t the first ionization potential 12*2 eV seems to be very low, perhaps only 10-20cm.* As a consequence the location requirement does not appear to be met. The difficulty is particularly acute when account is taken of the allotropic form of the oxygen. This has been investigated by a number of workers. The treatm ent of W ulf & Deming (1938) is the most satisfactory, and though not precise gives the main trend. W hen adjust m ent is made to the results originally given, to allow for the fact th a t the total particle concentration in the basic atmosphere adopted falls off too rapidly with altitude, it appears th a t dissociation commences sharply a t about 105 km. and is almost complete a t 120 km.
Though the absorption spectrum of molecular oxygen shows only a feeble con tinuum in the energy range 12*2 to 13*55 eV, it shows superimposed a num ber of strong bands in which the absorption cross-section is some 4 x 10-17 cm.2 (Schneider 1940) . Nicolet (1945) has made the interesting suggestion th a t these may lead to pre-ionization and th a t this may be the mechanism responsible for the formation of the E layer. I f the scale height associated with the oxygen molecules is denoted by H {02), then nmE(0 2), their concentration a t the layer maximum, is as usual cos x /A H (0 2). oos x can be taken to be 0*9 and A has just been given. Instead of adopting any particular value for H (02) it is best to assum equated also to nD( 0 2) exp ( -z j H (02)), where 0 molecules where dissociation first becomes appreciable and z is the distance this is below the layer maximum. From the two expressions 0 2) can be determined and the figure obtained can then be used in the evaluation of nmE(0 2). Now 0 2) is some 9 x 1012/cm.3 and z some 15 km. Hence it can be seen th at 0 2) and nmE(0 2) are about 3*2 km. and 8 x l 0 10/cm.3 respectively.* Great significance cannot be attached to these values in view of the approximation used in deriving them, but a t least they appear reasonably consistent with the calculations of Wulf & Deming (modified as described above). I t might be thought th at the smallness of H (0 2)f is in conflict with Appleton's measurements (1937) which give the scale height asso ciated with the profile of the under-surface of the layer just below the maximum to be 11 *4 km. But this is not necessarily the case, since for the absorption process under consideration the cross-section varies rapidly with frequency thereby causing a spread in the ionization. Other problems regarding the scale height will be taken up later.
As the incident flux of photons in the 12*2 to 13*55 eV energy range is estimated from the standard solar model to be some 9 x 109/cm.2/sec., and as the absorption bands are quite wide (Schneider 1940) , the electron production rate from pre ionization may well have the required value 6 x 108/cm.2 column/sec. Nicolet (1945) pointed out th at the lines L y (A 973) and (A 931) of hydrogen coincide with two of the bands.
The high-energy photon theory has been investigated by Hoyle & Bates (1948) . I t was shown th at if the sun emitted photon groups at about 425 eV or a t about 1300eV an ionized layer would be produced at the required altitude. When con sideration was given to the ionizing effect of the secondary electrons ejected in either case it was found th at the 1300 eV photons were not altogether satisfactory. The 325 eV photons did not, however, appear to lead to any discrepancies. Further, recent developments in solar physics suggests that their flux from the corona may be sufficient to yield the observed degree of ionization (cf. Hoyle 1949) .
Though the pre-ionization theory and the high-energy photon theory (which in future will be referred to as theories A and B respectively) are plausible, neither can as yet be regarded as other than speculative since both depend on an improved assumption. Thus regarding theory A, there is no direct evidence that molecules in the excited state resulting from band absorption do in fact ionize spontaneously instead of becoming stabilized by photon emission; it can only be said that, as far as can be judged, the relevant selection rules permit this to occur. And regarding theory B, lack of knowledge of the chemical composition of the corona makes it impossible to state firmly that the flux of the 325 eV photon group is as great as required; all that is known is that such a flux is a possibility. But as no acceptable alternative has yet been put forward in spite of the efforts of many workers it is reasonable to assume that one or other (or a combination of both) is correct. Doubt less the matter will be decided finally by laboratory investigations on pre-ionization in oxygen, by further advances in information about the corona, and by using rocket ♦ For comparison it may be noted that at 120 km. it is generally taken that the scale height of the main atmosphere is somewhat above 10 km. (as judged from the temperature), and that the total particle concentration is about 6 x 1012/cm.3. f A much larger value than that given here is deduced by Nicolet (1945) by a different argu ment. His treatment involves apparently independent assumptions regarding the absorption cross-section for the photo-dissociation of molecular oxygen and regarding the altitude of the level at which dissociation is a maximum. In fact, the two assumptions are inconsistent.
projectiles to study directly the radiation responsible for the E layer. Meanwhile, it is worth mentioning briefly a few less direct methods of approach. This can most conveniently be done under a number of heads.
Eclipses
The photons invoked in theory A originate from closer to the sun's surface than those invoked in theory B. I t may, therefore, be possible to distinguish between the two theories by careful examination of the change in the layer during the course of an eclipse. No systematic study of the records has yet been made. Rydbeck (1946) , however, claims th a t JSMayer measurements a t the time of the Swedish eclipse of Ju ly 1945 gave some indication of ionizing radiation from the corona. This favours theory B. The position is complicated by the fact th a t similar indications were claimed for the F1 layer. Clearly further work is required.
Sunspot cycle
The E and the Fx layers change by almost equal factors from sunspot minimum to sunspot maximum (cf. Appleton & Naismith 1939) ; they also show much the same dependence on sunspot number (cf. Waldmeier 1944) . Now there can be little doubt th a t the Fx layer is produced by photons of energy 13*55 eV and somewhat greater. The photons of theory A (12*2 to 13*55 eV) lie on the opposite side of the vital Lym an limit to these, and the photons of theory B (325 eV) are far more energetic. This makes it difficult to decide which theory the resemblance between the layers favours; b u t solar physicists may eventually provide an answer.*
Altitude distribution of ionization
Probably fair representation of the ionization distribution below the maximum of the layer can be obtained from either theory. On theory A, as already mentioned, the distribution is governed by the extent of the variation of the absorption crosssection. Insufficient information is available to allow a reliable prediction to be made, bu t it is possible th a t the theory can yield not only the distribution just below the layer maximum (where the associated scale height is 11*4km.), b u t th a t it can also yield the distribution well below the layer maximum (where the associated scale height is thought to be less than 11*4 km.). On theory B the distribution depends to some extent on the degree of non-homogeneity of the high-energy photon group. I t does not, however, differ markedly from the standard Chapman distribution with associated scale height th a t of the main atmosphere (which is about 10km.). For example, in a representative case Hoyle & Bates found th a t the electron density fell by factors e-1 and e~2 in distances of 17 and 22 km. respectively below the m axim um ; th e corresponding distances in a standard Chapman distribution are 15 and 19 km. Theory A seems on the whole to be more satisfactory than theory B-but, of course, its apparent greater flexibility is solely due to lack of basic data.
Above the layer maximum the predictions of the two theories differ markedly. Owing to the very rapid fall off with altitude of the molecular oxygen concentration theory A yields very little ionization in the region between the E and Fx layers. In contrast, on theory B there would be considerable ionization. Thus if a t 170 km. (that is the midway level) the total particle concentration and the effective recom bination coefficient are taken to be 6 x lO^/cm.8 and 7 x 10-9 cm.8/sec. respectively,* then the electron density would be smaller than th at'at maximum of the E layer by only a factor of about 0-6. At present there is no information on the actual value of the electron density. I t is possible th at information on it could be obtained by the study of the absorption of radio waves. Chapman (1931) has shown th at the altitude of the maximum of an ionized layer is related to the solar zenith angle by the equation
Variation with solar zenith angle

zm = C-H(i)\og(cozx)>
(23) C being a constant and H(i) the scale height of the atmospheric constituent respon sible for the ionization. According to whether theory A or B is adopted H(i) is the scale height of molecular oxygen in the transition region or is the scale height of the main atmosphere. In the first case its magnitude is probably only about 3*2 km, {vide supra), but in the second case its magnitude is 10 km. or rather more. I t would be expected therefore th at a guide as to which theory is correct would be provided by the variation of zm with x (which, of course, is contained in measurements made a t different seasons, at different hours of the day, or at different latitudes). Un fortunately, in spite of the considerable difference in the two scale heights, dis crimination is not easy.
Consider the seasonal effect. Appleton & Naismith (1940) , working at Slough, obtained the results given in table 9. Substitution in (23) immediately yields
The emission of the negative system of nitrogen l-2sJ?(i) = 14 km. or lf { i) = 11 *4 km. This is in excellent agreement with theory B, and a t first seems to be in serious conflict with theory A. However, allowance must be made for the possible seasonal change in the 0 -0 2 distribution. Though an exact investigation of this is scarcely feasible at present useful preliminary results can readily be obtained by a crude approximate calculation. In this attention will be confined to altitudes close to 134 km. Let x denote the winter to summer ratio of the molecular oxygen con centration at some particular level, r the corresponding ratio of the dissociation rates/unit concentration and d th at of the durations of day light. Clearly, xrd*±l.
Owing to the dependence of the absorption cross-section on frequency the dissocia tion rate/unit concentration cannot be expressed in exact analytical form; but over a limited altitude range it can be w ritten as approximately proportional to some inverse power p of the amount of molecular oxygen traversed by the radiation before reaching the level concerned. Hence from (24), a # (sec XwlseG Xs)}~p d~l> (25) the subscripts to x indicating the season. A t the latitude of Slough (51*5° N) d is 0*56, s e c^ is 3*86 and sec^s is 1*13. In connexion with their study of the photo chemistry of atmospheric oxygen W ulf & Deming (1936) have published curves illustrating how the rate of absorption of the solar radiation varies w ith altitude. From these it can be deduced th a t p is about 0-46. Hence it can be seen from (25) th a t x is of order 8. This corresponds to a level of given molecular oxygen concentration rising a distance 2*1H(02) from summer to winter. The change in the altitude of the E layer itself should therefore be about 3-3f/(02) km., th a t is (taking f /( 0 2) to be 3*2 km. as before) about 11km. In view of the many simplifications introduced this is in not unreasonable agreement with the observed 14 km. Little need be said regarding the diurnal and latitudinal variations. The smallness of the altitude changes in the former (cf. H ulburt 1939) would, however, seem to favour theory B. As far as the latter is concerned measurements a t various stations yield altitudes ranging from as low as 100 km. to as high as 140 km. (cf. H ulburt 1939), which would suggest a great scale height; b u t this m ust be treated w ith reserve, since the published results are not always strictly comparable due to different criterion being adopted; and of course the 0 -0 2 distribution depends on the latitude. An investigation on both variations specifically designed to obtain information re garding the scale heights would be valuable.
Spectroscopic observations
Finally, the spectroscopic observations have to be considered. Theories A and B have a very distinctive difference; on the former only ions are produced, b u t on the latter 0+ ions and (more im portant) N^ ions are also produced a t rates which may be presumed to be approximately proportional to the fractional concentra tions of the parent neutral particles. I f the number of N^" ions/cm.3 a t the maximum of the layer during twilight is denoted by wmjB«)(N^), then for a Chapman distribu tion* the total number/cm.2 column is given by {2n exp (1 )}* H nmE(t)(N£) which reduces to 4-lHwTOEft)(N^). Now in §3-4 it was shown th a t this same num ber is normally less than 2 x 109. Hence ) < 5 x 108/H/cm.3 < 5 x 102/cm w ith H as usual taken to be 10 km. The total ion concentration a t the maximum of the layer just after sunset is about 2 x 104/cm.3-some 40 times greater th an the limit just deduced. Theory A is obviously in no difficulty. There is some doubt, however, as to whether the comparative rarity of the ions can be reconciled with theory B. I t is clearly im portant to investigate this. Assuming the theory to be valid the rate of production of ions along a line of observation elevated a t an angle /? above the horizon can be computed for any given solar depression a by using the formulae in § 3*1. If in the region concerned the nitrogen remains mainly mole cular as would seem reasonable from the investigations of Harang (1945) then with a = 12£° and /? = 20° (which are sufficiently representative values) it can be shown th a t the production rate attains a maximum of order 5/cm.3/sec. at an altitude of some 200 km. Because of the lower electron density, dissociative recombination (21) is relatively less important than in the F layer and is probably insufficient to maintain the equilibrium number of N^* ions a t 5 x 102/cm.3. The most promising process is th a t of charge transfer N 2 + + 0 -* N 2 + 0+.
Taking the oxygen atom concentration to be about 5 x 1010/cm.3, it can be seen th a t for the N^" ions to be removed rapidly enough the associated coefficient y must be a t least 2 x 10~13 cm.3/sec. The somewhat meagre information available from theoretical and experimental studies of charge transfer collisions do not exclude this value. However, account must be taken of the fact th at the flash is sometimes emitted strongly from the neighbourhood of the lOO.km. level. On such occasions the concentration must increase to 6 x 103/cm.3 or more (cf. § 3*4 for basic data). I t is a t least plausible to assume th at incident charged particles are responsible for the additional ionization (cf. § 2). These must be a weak source compared with the normal solar electromagnetic radiation, as otherwise the remarkable regularity of the E layer could not be preserved, and, furthermore, the negative band system would appear prominently in the night-sky light;* it is difficult to fix an upper limit to the total rate of ion production permissible, but perhaps 30/cm.3/sec. is a reason able provisional figure to adopt,f with the same assumptions as in theory B the number of ions formed is therefore 20/cm.3/sec. or less. Now the ions are constantly being lost through charge transfer collisions with oxygen atoms. Since the concentration of these latter a t the level concerned is about 2 x 1012/cm.3, it can be seen that unless the coefficient is lower than 2 x 10~15cm.3/sec. the required concentration of N £ ions cannot be established. { In view of this, the demand of theory B th at y be greater than 2 x 10-13/cm.3/sec. is clearly unacceptable.
While the simple argument that has been given certainly favours the exclusion of theory B it should not be regarded as conclusive. By making certain hypotheses regarding the variation of the composition of the atmosphere with altitude and introducing in the upper regions alternative loss processes such as
with assumed high rate coefficients it is possible to remove the discrepancy. Pro posals so conjectural do not, however, justify lengthy development at present. An investigation on the effectiveness of charge transfer collisions should assist in * Vide infra. f For comparison it may be noted that at midday qmB is about 220/cm.*/sec. J As can readily be verified if y is as great as 2 x 10-16 cm.*/sec. and N j ions formed near the maximum of the layer during the day would rapidly disappear after sunset. This is why attention is confined to the high levels that continue to be reached by ionizing radiation. That is of such a magnitude is, however, uncertain (cf. § 5).
clarifying the issue. I t would also be of value to have proper information on the ratio of the intensities of the flash when strong and when feeble or apparently absent. The value of this ratio has throughout been taken as 10, which is thought to be an underestimate-if it should prove to be a gross underestimate theory B would become difficult to sustain.
To summarize, it may be said th a t the various aspects of the layers th a t have been discussed do not, unfortunately, enable any final decision to be reached a t present as to whether it is theory A or theory B th a t is correct; bu t the former seems to be rather more favoured than-the latter. When further evidence in the directions th a t have been indicated becomes available it may be possible to form some definite conclusion-though it m ust be borne in m in d th a t overlooked subordinate effects can readily cause a misinterpretation of the detailed properties of any upper atm o spheric phenomena.
The night-sky light
I t has been suggested by Mitra (1943) and Ghosh (1943) th a t the emission of the nitrogen-band systems from the upper atmosphere during the night arises from recombination of the charged particles in the ionosphere. This view has recently been criticized by Bates (1948) , but the whole subject is so complex and imperfectly understood th a t it is perhaps worth drawing attention to the fact th a t the present investigation provides more conclusive evidence than any previously available th a t some other source must be sought. Thus it has been shown in § 3-4 th a t ju st after sunset the total number of ions /cm. 2/column is normally not more th an 2 x 109. Even neglecting loss by process (21), (26) and (27) (which cannot yield band emis sion), it is apparent th a t this number is totally inadequate to account for the observed intensity. Consider, for example, the Yegard-Kaplan system alone, and suppose th a t in the course of a night one-half of the ions contribute to the th irty individual bands of it th a t have been reported by Cabannes & Dufay (1946) . I t can readily be seen th a t the maximum average rate of photon emission in each could only be about 103/cm.2 column/sec. which, of course, is far below w hat is required.
To account for the occasional great prominence of the twilight flash it was sug gested in §2*1 th a t additional ions might be produced by incident charged particles. Now these presumably might enter the earth's atmosphere during dark ness. I t is of interest therefore to investigate whether they could make an appreciable contribution to the true nocturnal emission. The ionization rate used in § 4*2* was 30/cm.8/sec., which corresponds to about 108/cm.2 column/sec. The photon intensity resulting from excitations would be expected to be comparable and would thus be observable-indeed, it should be possible to detect the emission associated with a considerably smaller ionization rate. Among the radiations th a t would arise would be bands of the negative system of nitrogen. As mentioned,in § 1 there is some evi dence for the sporadic appearance of these. I t would be a useful check if a correlation could be established between their intensity in the twilight flash and their intensity in the night-sky spectrum proper. D ata on the maximum absolute magnitude of their intensity in this latter would also be valuable, as it would give a guide to the maximum ionization rate which in turn would enable a proper upper limit to be attached to y, the coefficient associated with process (26). I f this should prove to be much smaller than the 2 x 10~15 cm.8/sec. adopted in § 4*2 (as might well happen) then even a t low levels the day produced ions would disappear so slowly th at theory B would encounter difficulties additional to those already mentioned. These could not be avoided by the elaborations that were proposed in connexion with the problem of the disappearance of the Ng" ions formed during twilight a t high levels.
Sunlit aurorae
Sunlit aurorae are basically very similar to the twilight flash. Their remarkable brilliance is due to the incoming corpuscles sensitizing the atmosphere by producing along their track ions which, under the influence of the solar radiation, become powerful sources of the negative bands. The high degree of the sensitization th a t m ust occur can readily be demonstrated. Consider first the photon emission Ic th at results from the simultaneous ionization and excitation of nitrogen molecules. Once equilibrium is established the total rate of formation of ions must equal their recombination rate.* Now only a fraction of the ions would initially be in the B *2+ state. Hence Ic must be less than the recombination rate; th at is / c <aw(e)w(N^)/cm.8/sec., (28) where a is the recombination coefficient between electrons and ions, and the n 's represent their concentrations. For resonance excitation the photon emission Js is given simply by / B = P B(Na +)/om.»/seo.,
P being defined in § 3-2. Thus Ir I^c > {P/
The value of P has been shown to be about 0* 13/sec.; th at of a can scarcely be greater than 10~8/cm.s/sec. I t follows that JR//O>{10>(e)}. (31) Unless n(e) is more than 107/cm.8 (which is a very high concentration^), IR is therefore greater than Ic ; and for normal sunlit aurorae it is greater by many orders. The divided aurorae reported by Stormer (1947) well illustrate this difference between IR and Ic. Above the shadow line there is a section th at is rendered luminous by resonance excitation in the sensitized part of the atmosphere through which the auroral stream passes. Immediately below the shadow line is a dark section arising because the relative inefficiency of excitation by collisions is such that at the small gas densities involved no detectable photon emission results. Finally, if the auroral stream penetrates to levels where the gas density is sufficiently high a third section, luminous like the first, naturally appears.
In conclusion, I would like to thank Professor H. S. W. Massey, F.R.S., for his continued interest and for helpful discussions.
* At great altitudes loss of N j ions by charge transfer is negligible, f It should be noted too that it is a lower limit.
Appendix
The spontaneous transition probability associated with emission of the negative bands of nitrogen While the calculation of spontaneous transition probabilities associated w ith electronic transitions in molecules is of necessity based on simplifying assumptions, the pioneer work of Mulliken (1939 a) indicates th a t the results obtainable are usually not greatly in error. The fundam ental quantal formulae involved are, of course, the same as in the corresponding atomic problem. Regarding the nuclei as fixed the total /-value for the transition (which it is convenient to evaluate first)
where R is Rydberg's constant, a0 is the radius of the first Bohr orbit, A is the wave length of the radiation absorbed and D is the dipole moment factor, |£ x ,( r ) S r X J ( r ) * -P , (A A as in (3) being in Angstrom units. For the transition under discussion the ground state X 2S+ has the configuration 2s)2 (au 2s)2 (ttm 2p)4 (o"g 2p), and the excited state 2?2E+ has (at moderate intem uclear separation) the configuration KK{a-g 2s)2 (cru 2s) (nu 2p)4 {o-g 2p)2 (cf. Mulliken 1932). Neglecting the molecular orbitals not taking any active part, the transition may be regarded simply as
By writing the wave functions in their determ inental form it can be seen th a t this can be further reduced to
The wave functions of the (<ru 2s) and (<rff 2 p )molecular represented by suitable linear combinations of atomic wave functions. Following the usual procedure we have
The emission of the negative system of nitrogen To complete the numerical work it is necessary to choose some form for the atomic wave functions. Two different approximations were taken: I. Slater type functions with effective nuclear charge 4*08e. II. Hartree-Fock type functions (as calculated by Brown, Bartlett & Dunn 1933) fitted by exponentials.
The first of these approximations is probably too compact and the second too diffuse.
Using the 0 's as described the evaluation of P can be carried out immediately. The evaluation of the S 'a and of T requires the introduction of elliptic co-ordinates and leads to rather cumbersome expressions which need not be given here; the intemuclear distance appears explicitly and was taken to be 1*117 x 10-8cm., the value for the ground state (from Herzberg 1939). Table A the various integrals as finally computed. From these the dipole moment factors D and the/-values can be derived using (A. 11) and (A. 3). They are given in table A. 2 with, in addition (under approximation III), the results obtained if it is assumed th a t the configuration of (B 2E+) is KK{crg 2s)2 (aru 2s)2 (nu 2p)4 ((ru 2p) (which is probably true a t large intemuclear separation (cf. Mulliken 1932)) so th a t the transition is essentially {(rg2p )-((ru 2p), (A. 14) and thus is of the resonance type for which, as Mulliken (19396) has pointed out, D is given by the simple expression -8 ( 2, 1,0)*}.
Approximation I I I should be given less weight than approximations I and II. No experimental determination of the/-value associated with the negative bands has been made, b u t W hite (.1940 ) has carried out quantitative work on the corre sponding system of the cyanide radicle (which is isoelectronic w ith the nitrogen molecular ion). Briefly, his experiment consisted of measuring the am ount of band absorption produced by the cyanide radicles formed through the complete dissocia tion, by means of an electrical discharge, of the cyanogen molecules in a cyanogenargon mixture. Careful consideration was given to the timing. The/-value obtained was 0*026. W hite stressed th a t this should be treated as a lower limit, since it was possible th a t some of the cyanide radicles themselves might be dissociated. He suggested th a t the correct figure might be several times greater, perhaps about 0*1. In a further experiment he investigated the therm al equilibrium of (CN)2^2 C N by determining the CN concentration from the band absorption. He was able to derive in this way the dissociation energy of (CN)2. The figure reached naturally depends on the /-value assumed. Because of the uncertainty in his measurements of this quantity he was only able to show th a t the dissociation energy m ust lie between 138 and 152 kcal. The correct figure is still uncertain, and W hite's result was the subject of some criticism a t the time by Herzberg (1942) and by Robertson & Pease (1942) . However, it is satisfactory to note th a t 140kcal. (which is within the range given) is favoured by Gaydon (1947) in his recent critical survey of the position. I t may be remarked th a t the/-value which, w ith the equilibrium d ata of W hite, yields this dissociation energy is 0*035. Too much significance should not, however, be attached to this. Some further evidence on the CN transition is provided by the work of Roach (1939) on the abundance of molecules in the solar atmosphere. While not sufficient to enable the/-value to be estimated this a t least supports the view th a t it is not abnormally low.
Returning to N^, the data given above suggests th at the /-value for the negative bands is about 0*04 (within perhaps a factor of three either way). For the purpose of the present investigation it is important to consider whether there is any possi bility th a t the true/-value is actually several orders smaller. This might be the case if (i) the normally accepted electron configuration of either of the two states involved were erroneous or if (ii) there were gross cancellation in the transition integral (as occurs, for example, in th a t associated with the photo-ionization of atomic potas sium (Bates 1947) ). (i) seems unlikely on general grounds, and (ii) can probably be excluded, as it would result in the dipole moment being very sensitive to the internuclear distance, which would make calculations on the relative intensities of the individual bands inaccurate if carried out to the usual degree of approximation (based on the Franck-Condon principle), whereas the results of such calculations are, in fact, in fair agreement with observation (Bates 1949) .
W ith an/-value of 0*04 it can be seen from (A. 5) th at A , the spontaneous transi tion probability, is 1*7 x 107sec.-1; the radiative lifetime r corresponding to this is 6 x 10~8sec.* A and r are not, of course, true constants of the system (they are functions of the pi k s and Xiks of the individual bands); in using the equations a t the beginning of this appendix and taking the wave-length A appearing in them to be 3914 A, it is implicitly assumed th at the vibrational energy is negligible com pared with the electronic energy which is not strictly the case. The related quantity G (defined in the main text) does not, however, depend on this approximation. Its value is given simply by the formula both Xik and A being in Angstrom units. Numerical substitution at once gives G to be 3-8 x lO-sssec.2.
